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The  notion of a self- insertion of a data graph yields a simple and natural 
definition of a suffix of a data graph. For addressable data graphs, addressing 
schemes yield a useful  alternative definition of suffix, which also suggests a
generalized version of suffix. Examples of addressable data graphs and their 
suffixes include: trees and their subtrees, and arrays with their (possibly lower 
dimensional) subarrays. Thus  a suffix can be viewed as a highly structured 
type of substructure of  a data graph. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a suffix of  an addressable data graph to be addressable are derived. It is further 
shown that suffix data graphs, even when not addressable, often enjoy a slightly 
weaker property termed quasi-addressabil ity; in fact suffixes of so-called 
deep-rooted ata graphs are always quasi-addressable. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Data graphs were introduced by the author [Rosenberg (1971)] as a vehicle 
for studying uniformities in the structure of the directed graphs underlying 
data structures. One particular uniformity, termed addressability, was isolated 
in that paper and was found to characterize the class of data graphs which can 
be implemented in a random access memory by relative addressing. 1 This class 
of data graphs was shown to enjoy an interesting mathematical structure and 
to admit characterization i terms of four seemingly disparate notions 
[Rosenberg (1971), (1972b)]. 
An interesting problem concerning data structures involves the relationship 
between a structure and its substructures: Which structural uniformities-- 
such as addressability or symmetries [Rosenberg (1972a)]--are hereditary 
downward ? Which are hereditary upward ? A comprehensive treatment of 
* Th is  research was supported in part by ONR Contract N00014-69-C-0023. 
1 Our  not ion of relative addressing is a generalization of the technique termed 
sequential allocation in [Knuth  (1968)]. For brevity, we refer the reader to [Rosenberg 
(1971)] for a precise definition of  the notion. 
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this problem presupposes a satisfactory formal analog of the notion of sub- 
structure. Regrettably, this formal analog has eluded us. Attempts to capture 
this notion have culminated in either overly restrictive definitions or exces- 
sively general ones. We view this problem of definition as a still open 
challenge. However, one of our admittedly overly restrictive definitions 
delimits a class of substructures which is sufficiently general to merit inde- 
pendent study. 
Many algorithms operate on a data structure by iteratively (or recursively) 
operating on substructures of the structure. Typical examples are eigenvalue 
calculations which iterate on principal submatrices of the argument matrix, 
and tree searches which recurse on subtrees of the search tree. In such in- 
stances the substructures which are selected can be viewed as su~xes of the 
parent structure. These suffix substructures form the basis of our study. 
A formal analog of the notion of suffix of a data graph emerges from con- 
sideration of self-insertions of a data graph [Rosenberg (1972b)], a type of 
endomorphism. The rationale behind this definition of suffix is that a suffix 
must exhibit much of the structure of its parent data graph; these endo- 
morphisms force this inheritance of structure. If one restricts attention to the 
class of addressable data graphs, one can find an alternative derivation of the 
notion of suffix. The notion of an addressing scheme, which underlies the 
property of addressability, dichotomizes the set of linkages in a data graph 
into what one can fruitfully view as the primary linkages--those which deter- 
mine the basic shape of the graphs, such as successors in a tree---and ~ the 
auxiliary linkages--those which facilitate traversal, such as the predecessor 
in a tree. This dichotomy ields a natural (and simply expressed) notion of 
a suffix of an addressable data graph. Examples of such suffixes include tails 
of linear lists, subtrees of a tree, and (possibly lower-dimensional) subarrays 
of an array. This natural class of substructures is the basis of our investigation. 
In Section II, we recall the definition of a data graph and of an addressing 
scheme. We define the suffix of an addressable data graph and demonstrate 
the well-foundedness of the notion. We then show that our linkage-moti- 
vated notion of suffix coincides with the more general notion of suffix arising 
from consideration of self-insertions of data graphs. Section I I I  is devoted to 
studying the extent o which suffixes of an addressable data graph inherit the 
property of addressability from the parent graph. We present necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a suffix data graph to be addressable; and we show 
that, even when not addressable, a suffix often enjoys a weakened version of 
addressability ermed quasi-addressability [Rosenberg (1972c)]; deep-rooted 
data graphs, a large but proper subset of the addressable ones, are shown 
always to transmit quasi-addressability to their suffixes. 
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Directions for further research on addressability, on suffix data graphs, and 
on the more general substructure problem are suggested in a number of 
open problems. 
I. DATA GRAPHS, ADDRESSING SCHEMES, AND SUFFIXES 
In this section we present he notions which form the basis for our study. 
The material concerning data graphs and addressing schemes derives from 
[Rosenberg (1971), (1972b)], to which the reader is referred for a more 
comprehensive development. 
A. Data Graphs 
DEFINITION. A data graph is specified as an ordered pair /~ = (C, A) 
where 
(a) C is a countable set of data cells; 
(b) A is a finite set of partial transformations of C, the atomic link 
transformations; 
subject o the conditions: 
(c) for all c, d ~ C, there is a ~ ~ A T with c~ = d. 
(Throughout his paper, A T denotes the monoid generated by A under 
functional composition, with identity 1 c (the identity map on C).) 
One views the system (C, A) as specifying a labeled directed graph in a 
straightforward manner. The set C comprises the nodes of the graph. There 
is a directed edge, labeled with h e A, from cell c ~ C to cell d ~ C precisely 
when ch = d. From this viewpoint, condition (c) above asserts the strong 
connectivity of data graphs. 
In order to illustrate this basic definition, we present wo data graphs which 
are used in the sequel. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
Fig. 1. 
where 
(a) 
(b) 
Our first example is a one-ended linear list, depicted in 
r~ = (c~, /q )  
C 1 = N = {1, 2, 3,...}; 
A 1 = {~r, 7r}; 
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Fro. I. F1 : A one-ended linear list. 
for each c ~ C1, 
c~ = e + 1 (the successor link), 
t c -  1 if c > 1 (the predecessor link). 
c~- = ~undefined otherwise 
Note that each cell of F 1 has a successor (i.e., a is total), and each cell save 
cell 1 has a predecessor (domain(z:) = C 1 - -  {1)). 
EXAMPLE 2. Our second example is depicted in Fig. 2. 
T'~ = (C2, A2) 
~p 
7r 
~P 
hi (2, 0 r 
~"P~. 7x,~,F~-" 
o',p -~. ._ . .~ o',p 
FIo. 2. F~ : A data graph with linear suffixes. 
where 
(a) C~ = {0) U (N × (0, 1)); 
(b) A~ = (. ,  p, ~-); 
O~ = (1, 0);  
Op = (1, 1); 
for (n, a)  ~ N × {0, 1}, 
(n, a)~ = (n, a)p = (n + 1, a) ,  
(n 'a )~r=~(n- - l ' a )~o if n> 1, 
if n=l  
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B. Addressing Schemes 
We now present the uniformity which eventually ields our notion of 
SU~-IX. 
DEFINITION. An addressing scheme for the data graph F = (C, A) is a 
total function a : C -+ A T such that 
(a) for some designated base cell b ~ C, we have b~ = lc ; 
(b) for all A ~ A and all e ~ domain(A), 
(c~)a = (ca) -a .  
/" is addressable if it admits an addressing scheme. 
(Thus the address (cA)a of cell cA e C is the product in A • of ca e A ~ and A e A.) 
EXAMPLE 3. Both /"1 and/"2 (Fig. 1 and 2) are addressable data graphs, 
the (unique in these cases) addressing schemes being given by: 
(1) For/"1 : for all c E C1, C0~ 1 = O "e-1. 
(2) For / '2  : 0~2 = lc ; 
for all n ~ N, 
<n, O> o~ 2 = ~n = apn-1, 
<n, 1) a n = p" ---- p~.-l. 
(For ~eAL  ~0 = lc and ~k+i = ~.~k.) 
In  order to aid the reader's understanding of and ability to detect address- 
ability in data graphs, we present a number of resuks from [Rosenberg 
(1971), (1972b)] which are used in the sequel. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let / "  ~ (C, A) have addressing scheme a. 
(a) The function a is injective. 
(b) For all c, d ~ C and A ~ A, we have ca ~ d whenever (ca) • A = da. 
(c) The range Ca of c~ is the submono~l of A" comprising all and only total 
.functions. 
(d) For each ~ ~ Ca there is an ~ ~ A T with ~ = 1 c ; hence each ~ ~ Ca is 
injective. 
The technical results in Theorem 2.1 are used repeatedly in the sequel. 
The alternative characterizations of addressability which we now present 
play an even more central role in our study. 
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DEFINITION. A cell r e C is a root of P = (C, A) if, for all ~, ~7 e A* 
defined at r, ~ = ~7 whenever ~: = r~/. 
DEFINITION. (a) A self-insertion of a data graph P = (C, A) is a total 
function 0 : C ~ C such that, for all ~ e A and all d ~ domain(A), (dA)O -~ 
(d0)a. 
(b) The data graph P = (C, ,4) is uniformly self-insertable if there is a 
cell a E C with the following property: For each cell c E C there is a self- 
insertion 0~ : C -+ C satisfying aO~ = e. We say the cell a is (arbitrarily) 
relocatable. 
Connecting these definitions we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. The following assertions about a data graph Pare equivalent. 
(a) 1 ~ is addressable. 
(b) F is rooted. 
(c) F is uniformly self-insertable. 
Moreover, each relocatable cell is the base cell of a (unique) addressing scheme; 
each base cell is a root of P; and each root cell is relocatable. 
COROLL,~rtY 2.1. Every transformation defined at a root cell is one-one and 
total. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let F -~ (C, A) have addressing scheme a with base cell b. 
The set of all roots of F is the set {b~ -1 [ ( E Ca} = {b~ -1 ] ~ is total}. 
C. Suffix Data Graphs 
The motivation behind our definition of suffix lies in our interpretation of 
the set Ca  as comprising the primary linkages in the addressable data graph 
F = (C, A). This interpretation arises from the facts that Ca comprises 
precisely the total functions in A * and that Ca is the smallest subset Z of A * 
for which r27 (= {r~ I ~ ~ 27}) = C for any root r o f / ' ;  hence, in a sense, 
Ca "spans" the graph F. Our precise definition is simplified by the following 
conventions. 
Notation. Let ~ be a partial transformation of the set C. For any subset 
S of C, we denote by ~/S the restriction of ~ to S, by which we mean the 
transformation 
~/s = ~ c~ s x s.  
(Whenever convenient, we identify a function with its graph.) 
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Notation. Let  F = (C, A) have addressing scheme ~. For  any subset A 
of A, we denote by A ~ the set 
of transformations of C. 
For  example: 
A s = A" (~ Ca 
A s = Ca; 
~ = {lc} ~ = {lc}. (2~ denotes the empty set.) 
DEFINITION. Let  F, a be as above. The  set A _C A is a K-closed set if the 
fol lowing obtains: For  each ~: ~ A~ there is an ,1 ~ A~ such that ~:,/ = l c  • 
Obviously ~ is closed for any F;  by Theorem 2.1(d), the set A is also. 
We are now in a position to define formally the notion of sut~x. 
DEFINITION. Let  F = (C, A) be a data graph with addressing scheme a, 
and let A C A be a K-closed set. (Intuitively, A selects the "direct ions" which 
the suffix follows.) 
For  each cell c ~ C, the (c, A)-suffix of F is the system 
where 
(a) 
(b) 
C (~.~ = c2~ = {e~ I ~ ~ ~};  
In  the special case when A = A, we write 
F(c) = F(c,A); C(e) = C(c,a); A(c) = A(c,A); 
and we call F (c) the c-suffix of F. 
Remark 1. Extreme instances of suffixes include: 
Case 1. c is a root. Then/1  (~) = F since C (¢) = C. 
Case 2. A ~ Ca = ~.  Then  A contains no total functions, so A s = {lc}; 
hence, for each c e C, C (~,m = {c}. Thus,  the operation of taking a 
suffix can degenerate to a highly structured technique for selecting 
individual cells. Note  that this includes the case A = Z .  
EXAMPLE 4. (a) Each nontrivial 2 suffix of /"1 is isomorphic to F 1 . 
2 Nontriviality excludes the degenerate cases of Remark 1. For the specific example 
of /1 ,  the sets A = {~r} and A = ~ are thereby excluded as is the combination 
c = 1, A = {g, ~r}. The set A = {g} is excluded by its not being F~-closed. 
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For each c ~ C i - -  {1): 
(b) 
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d~C i~d+c- l~C~) ;  
h s A~ ~ h (~ e A[ c~. 
Each nontrivial suffix of Fe is isomorphic to F i . See Table I. 
TABLE I 
/"1 is Isomorphic to Each Suffix of F~ 
c e C~ A c A~ d e Ci *-~ e e C~ *''a~ A e A 1 ~-~ t~ lc,zl~ E A~ c,~ 
(i) 0 {,,, ~-} 1 0 o o~o,,~, 
k + 1 (k, 0) ~r ~.~,zj 
(ii) 0 {p, 7r} 1 0 ~ p~,,a) 
k + 1 (k, 1) ~r ~rc~,a~ 
(iii) (n, a) {tr, rr} k (k + n -- 1, a) cr c~ c,'a~ 
71" "/r (c 'A) 
(iv) (n, a) {p, ~} k (k + n -- 1, a) a pl~,,aj 
(v) (n, a) (~r, p, ,rr) k (k + n -- 1, a) o' a~,,zl~ = p~e,zl~ 
With these examples for intuit ion, we finally verify that the systems we have 
defined are data graphs; that is, the notion of suffix data graph is well defined. 
THEOREM 2.3. For all c ~ C and all K-closed sets A C A, the (c, A)-suffix 
F (c,m of F = (C, A) is a data graph. 
Proof. I t  will suffice to show that each cell d e C (c'~) is accessible from 
cell c and conversely. To  this end, choose an arbitrary cell d = c3 i --" 3~ 
where 3i "'" 6. ~ A ~ (each 3~ E A). 
(1) Since ~i "'" 3~ is in A% it is total; hence, each prefix 3i "'" 3~ 
(k e{1 ..... n)) is total, so in A ". [This relies on Theorem 2.1(c).] Therefore, 
for each such prefix we have c3 i "" 8~ = c3 i . . . .  3~'e C (c,m, where each 
3/  = 3~e,m. It follows that cell d is accessible from cell c in I'(c.~k 
(2) Conversely, since A is K-closed, there is a transformation 
)'i "'" Vm eA*, each V~ in A, such that 3i "'" 3.Y1 "'" 7% = lc  • As in part (1), 
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each prefix 51 "" ~71 ""TJ ( j~{1,. . . ,  m}) is total, so in A ~. Therefore, for 
each such prefix, (c~1 "" Sn) 71 "'" 7J = d71' "'" 7 /~ CI~'~), where each 
74' = 7~ e'm- It follows that cell c is accessible from cell d in F ~,'~). 
Since cell d was arbitrary, the proof is complete. 
In order to simplify succeeding exposition, we restrict attention henceforth 
to c-suff~es, the case A = A. With some technical encumbrance but no 
conceptual difficulty, the interested reader can easily generalize our develop- 
ment to arbitrary F-closed sets A. 
D. An Alternative Approach to c-Suffixes 
In the preceding subsection we argued the naturalness of our notion of 
suffix on empirical grounds. The set Cc~ "spans" the data graph F; hence 
it merits designation as the set of "pr imary" linkages of the graph. We now 
formulate an alternative notion of suffix data graphs, which is more general 
than our original in that it applies also to nonaddressable data graphs. The 
naturalness of this new notion resides in its algebraic haracter. We show that, 
when applied to an addressable data graph F, this new notion selects precisely 
the c-suffixes of 2'. This demonstration supports our assertion about the 
"naturalness" of suffixes. 
DEFINITION. Let /" = (C, A) be a data graph, and let 0 : C -~ C be a 
self-insertion o f / ' .  The O-suffix of ; '  is the system 
FIo~ = (CO, AlOe) 
where A (°) = {A/CO I '~ ~ A}. 
We leave to the reader the proof of the following result which establishes 
the well-foundedness of the notion of 0-suffix. (The proof is immediate by 
definition of self-insertion.) 
THEOREM 2.4. For any data graph I ~ and any self-insertion 0 of 1", the 
system 1"1o) is a data graph. 
Open Problem. Can one characterize the class of data graphs which admit 
nontrivial 0-suffixes ? Of course, the identity self-insertion always yields a 
trivial such suffix. I f  A" contains a constant function, then/"  = (C, A) admits 
no nonidentity self-insertion. I f  A" --  {lc} contains no function with a fixed 
point, then each self-insertion of _N ~ (C, A) maps C onto C [Rosenberg 
(1971)]. These two conditions which preclude nontrivial suffixes hint at the 
difficulty of this open problem. 
Our immediate interest in 0-suffixes resides in the following. 
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T~IEOI~M 2.5. Let / '  = (C, A) have addressing scheme a. Each c-suffix of 
1-' is a O-suffix, and conversely. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2.2(c) in [Rosenberg (1972b)], we show 
that each self-insertion 0, of/" is uniquely specified by: 
dOo = c(&) 
for all d ~ C. The theorem follows immediately. 
Theorem 2.5 suggests why the development in the sequel is simplified 
technically by restricting attention to c-suffixes. The theorem also raises 
the following question: 
Given a data graph /1 = (C, A), let A r denote the submonoid of A" 
comprising all and only total functions; thus, A T = Ca if a is an addressing 
scheme for f'. Say the c-tail (c ~ C) of T' is the system 
where 
(a) 
(b) 
C[c] = cAT; 
A(cl = {I/CEcl I A ~ A}. 
For addressable/~, each c-tail is a c-suffix of/ ' ;  hence, by Theorem 2.5, it is 
a 0-suffix, and conversely, each 0-suffix is a tail. In particular, since each tail 
o f / '  is a 0-suffix, the tail is a data graph; the reader can easily show that tails 
of arbitrary data graphs need not be data graphs. This last fact motivates 
the following. 
Question. Do there exist nonaddressable data graphs for which the set of 
c-tails and 0-suffixes coincide ?
The answer is regrettably in the affirmative. Were it not, we would have yet 
another characterization f the class of addressable data graphs. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
where 
(a) 
(b) 
Consider the data graph depicted in Fig. 3. 
r~ = (c~, &) 
C a -~- {a, b) w N; 
A~ = {(7, ~r, 0); 
a(~----ba= 1; l r r=a;  lp =b;  
fo rn~N,  mr=n- l -  1; 
fo rn~N- -{1},  mr-=np =~n- -  1. 
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T ° .  O. O. 
"1 3 -" 
*r,o -r,p 
FIG. 3. 
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Fa: A nonaddressable data graph whose tails and 0-suffixes coincide. 
Clearly/ '3 is not addressable since ~ e A~ is total but not injective. (See 
Theorem 2.1(d).) Our disappointment s ems from the following. 
PROPOSITION. Each tai l  o f  1" 3 is a P-suffix, and  conversely. 
P roof .  Note first that A3 r = {~, e~, ~p}*. (Verification is left to the reader.) 
(I) aAz  r = bA3 r = C 3 . Thus, /~3 [a] =/~3 [~] = Fz, so that the a- and 
b-tails are the P-suffix of Fz for 0 = lca- 
(2) For n ~ N,  C~ nl = nAz  T = N - -  {1,..., n - -  I}. We claim that, for 
each n, the mapping 0~ specified by 
aO n = bO n = n; 
mOn=m- i -n  for maN,  
is a self-insertion of Y~, To wit, fix on an arbitrary n ~ N: 
( i )  (a~)  0 n = (b~)  0n = iOn = n + 1 = n~ = (a0n)~ = (bO.)~. 
(ii) FormaN,  
(ma) 0n =( re+l )  0 n=m-+-n+l  =(m+n)e=(mOn)a .  
t (m- -  1) 8. = m + n - -  1 = (m -}- n)~r = (mOn)zr (m~) 0n = for 
(a0 .  = n - (n + 1)~ = (10 . )~ for 
meN- -  (1} 
fn  ~ 1.  
The mp case is parallel to the m~r case. 
Our claim is verified. 
Since C~ "~ = Ca@ for each n E N, (1) and (2) combine to show that each 
tail of Ua is a P-suffix of _P~. 
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(3) Let 0 be a self-insertion o f / 'a .  We claim that C30 = (aO)An r = 
C~ a°], so that each 0-suffix of/~3 is a tail. The verification of this claim is a 
mere formality using the definition of self-insertion and the fact that 
aAa r = C3. (Note that (i) actor = a; (ii) aap = b; (iii) aa "~ = m for each 
m a N.) This completes the proof. 
This disappointing result leaves unresolved the following problems. 
Open Problems. How does one characterize the family of data graphs (a) 
whose tails and 0-suffixes coincide ? (b) each of whose tails is a data graph 
(as is the case when it is a 0-suffix)? Problem (a) seems to be independent 
of even stringent uniformities in the tails and/or 0-suffixes of a data graph. 
Problem (b) might well yield to a notion similar to closed neighborhoods 
[Rosenberg (1971)] which assures that a length one path from cell c to cell d 
is matched by a length one path from d to c. 
The definition of 0-suffix and the indication of its well-foundedness should 
suggest directions for further research to the interested reader. 
I I I .  UNIFORMITIES IN SUFFIXES 
In this section, we find a condition on / '  which is both necessary and suffi- 
cient for the suffix pic) to be addressable. Although a suffix data graph need 
not be addressable, it often enjoys the weaker property of quasi-addressability. 
Suffixes of so-called eep-rooted data graphs must enjoy this weaker property, 
but it remains open whether suffixes of nondeep-rooted addressable data 
graphs must. 
Recall that we are now restricting attention to suffixes with A = A. The 
reader should be able to supply the appropriate generalizations with little 
difficulty. 
A. Addressable Suffixes 
Before considering weaker uniformities in suffixes, we must verify that such 
consideration is warranted. 
TI~EOI~EM 3.1. There exist addressable data graphs with nonaddressable 
suffixes. 
We prove the theorem by means of an example. 
EXAMPLE 6. 
where 
(a) 
(b) 
SUFFIXES OF ADDRESSABLE DATA GRAPHS 
Consider the "tree with bridges" depicted in Fig. 4. 
/'~ = (G ,  A4) 
C 4 = N; 
A4 = {~,  ~,  3, rr}; 
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FIG. 4. /'~ : A binary tree with bridges. 
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for each c ~ C4, 
c~ = 2c, (right successor) 
cal = 2c + 1, (left successor) 
t c + 1 if c is divisible by 4, (bridge) 
cfi = {undefined otherwise 
t[c/2J if c > I (predecessor) 
c7r ----- tundefined otherwise 
Here [qJ denotes the integer part of the rational number q. 
CLAIM 1. Cell 1 is a root of/"4. 
We establish the claim by showing cell 1 to be relocatable and invoking 
Theorem 2.2. 
For each cell c ~ C 4 (= N) define the function 0 c by 
(U + j )  0e = Uc + j ,  
for all l ~ N, j E {0,..., 2 ~ --  1}. Note the following properties of each 0e : 
(1) lO ,=(2°+O)Oe- -c .  
(2) For a l ld=2 *+jEC~,  
(da,) 0o = (2 ~+~ + 2j) 0e = 2Z+ac + 2j = (d0,) a, ; 
(da~) 0, = (2 z+~ + 2j + 1) 0, = 2'+~c + 2j + 1 = (dOe) a,. 
(3) For all d = U+2+ 4 je  C 4 (i.e., all d divisible by 4), 
(aft) O~ ----- (2 ~+2 + 4j + 1) 0, = 2Z+2c + 4j + 1 = (dOe)fl, 
since dO e is also divisible by 4. 
(4) For alld-----2 z+j~C a -{ l} ,  
(d~r) 0~ = (2 '-1 + [j/2]) O~ = 2~-ac + t j/Z] = (de~)rr. 
Thus, each 0~ is a self-insertion of/~a mapping cell 1 to cell c. By Theorem 
2.2, the claim is established. 
CLAIM 2. The suffix F~ ~) of 1"4 is not rooted. (As a point of interest, note 
that _N~ '%'~}) and .~I 2'{tr~'~)) are rooted, each being isomorphic to/"1 .) 
The data graph/"~) is depicted in Fig. 5; for simplieity, the superscript 
"(2)" has been omitted on the links. One observes directly that domain (~r) 
C4 t2) --  {2}, while 2 ~ domain (crrfi) C C~" [5 • domain (a.rfl)]. By Corollary 2.1, 
therefore, no cell o f / '~)  can be a root, and the claim is verified. 
Claims 1 and 2 establish Theorem 3.1. 
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Fla. 5. F~): A nonaddressable suffix of 3" 4 . 
Theorem 3.1 indicates that the question of when a suffix data graph is 
addressable, is not a vacuous one. We set out to answer this question. Two 
preliminary results facilitate the development. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F = (C, A) have addressing scheme ~. Let ~ ~- A 1 "" An, 
each hi ~ A, be an arbitrary element of Ca. For all c E C, the transformation 
A~ ... ~(c~ is total on C (c) . .~  ° 
6431~3/2-2 
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Proof. Let d be an arbitrary cell in C (el = e(Cc 0. Then there is a trans- 
formation ~ =/~1 "'"/~ .... each/~ ~ A, in Ca such that er/ = d. Since ~ ~ Ca, 
d~domain(~); moreover, 7 l~Ca [Theorem 2.1(c)]. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3, each prefix of r/s e =/z~ .. ' /~A1 "'" An is again total; hence, 
d ~ domain (A[ c) .'. )(~)). Since cell d was arbitrary, the Lemma follows. 
Remark 2. By dint of Lemma 3.1, for each ~: ~ Ca, we can unambiguously 
refer to the transformation s ~(o = ~/C(~); that is, for total transformations ~:, 
we need no longer decompose ~(c) into a product of elements of A (el. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 1"~e) be an arbitrary suffix of 1" = (C, A). I f  1"~ is rooted, 
then cell c is one of its roots. 
Proof. Let r ~ C ~*) be any root of/~,1. By definition of C ~*), there is a 
~ Ca such that c~ = r. By Lemma 3.1, we have (i) c~ ~*) = r and (ii) ~lo) is 
total on C ~). The Lemma now follows by Corollary 2.2. 
Thus, to decide when/~¢c) is rooted, one need only decide when c is a root 
of 1"~). We turn now to this question. 
THEORF~ 3.2. Let F = (C, A) be a data graph with addressing scheme ~. 
For each cell c ~ C, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) the suffix P ~) is addressable; 
(b) cell c is a root of 1"(~ ;
(c) for all ~, 71 E Ca and all h ~ A, if  c~ = c~lh, then 
c~ = c~)~ for all ~ a Ca; i.e., d~ ~- d~lA for all d ~ C ¢~). 
(Whenever we write "e~ = e~" it is to be understood that both ~ and ~7 are 
defined at cell e.) 
Remark 3. The strength of Theorem 3.2 is that, by dint of assertion (c), 
the addressability of a suffix can be characterized solely in terms of properties 
of F. Thus the search for an addressable suffix can precede the construction of 
any suffix. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By Lemma 3.2, assertions (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
I t  will, therefore, suffice to prove the equivalence of assertions (b) and (c). 
(b --+ c) Assume first that cell c is a root of/'(~). Let ~:, ~ ~ C~ and A ~ A be 
arbitrary transformations such that c~ = c,/h. Now, by Lemma 3.1 we have 
the following. 
c~ ~ = e~:, and c~? ~) = c~/; (1) 
both ~¢~) and ~/c~) are total on C (el. (2) 
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Since c~/(~) e C (~), and c~/(¢)k (~) = c~ <~) c C (¢), the fact that c is a root of F t~) 
guarantees that 
~(~> : v(~);~ (~). (3) 
However, this is equivalent, using (2), to asserting that d6 = d,/A for all 
d e C (~). Hence, assertion (c) follows from assertion (b). 
(c -+ b) Assume now that assertion (c) holds. Let 71 .... , Y{,  ~1 ..... ~ .  be 
arbitrary elements of A I~) such that 
c7: "'" 7~ = e~ . "  3~ c C (~). (4) 
By definition of A (~), there must be a sequence ~: ,..., ~ ,  ~: .... , ~/~ of 
transformations in C~ such that 
c~ = c7~ "'" 7i and c~/~ = c8:" -  3~- ( ie {1,..., n}, j e {1 .... , m}). (5) 
LEM~ 3.3. For  all  i e {1,..., n}, j e {1 .... , m}, and d G C (c), we have 
d~i =- d71 "'" 7i and d, lj ~ d31 "" 3j . 
P roo f  o fLemma 3.3. We establish the lemma just for the ~'s and 7's. 
The reader can parallel our proof for the ~/'s and 3's. 
For each 7~, let 7 /  denote an element of A such that (7/) (c) = 7i • We 
proceed by induction: 
base: e G = cy 1 = cyl'. Therefore, by assertion (c) (with ~ = ~:1, ~ = lc 
and A = Yl') and Lemma 3.1, d~: = d7:' = d71 for all dG C(c). a 
extension: Say d~k = dT: "'" 7~ for all de  C(~L We know that c~:~+: =
c7: "'" 7k÷1 ~-c~k7~+1 = c~kT'k+l. Therefore, by assertion (c) (with ~ = 
t ~:k+:, ~7 = ~:e, and h = 7~+1) and Lemma 3.1, d~+: -~ d~7~Tk+ 1 = d~77~+: = 
dT: "'" 7~7k+: for all d ~ C It). 
The induction is thus extended, and the lemma is proved. 
Return to P roo f  o f  Theorem 3.2. By assumption, e7: .'. 7~ = c~: "" ~ . 
This equation is interesting only when at least one of m and n is nonzero. 
Assuming m >~ 1, we find, by choice of the ~'s and ~?'s, that e~n ~ c~?~_13,~ = 
c~1~_13,~' (where 3~' E A is such that (3~') (~) = 3,,). By assertion (c), we then 
have 
d~n ~- d~?~_:3~' for all d G C(eL (6) 
a Specifically, assertion (c) guarantees that d~:: = dT:'. Lemma 3.1 assures us that 
d~:1 G C(~)--sinee ~[~ is total on C(~)--so that dT:' = dT: • Similarly in the extension 
of  the induction, Lemma 3.1 guarantees that both d~k and dfk+l are in C(% so that 
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Using Lemma 3.1 (as in the proof of Lemma 3.3), (6) implies that d~: n = dr/~ 
for all d ~ C c~), which in turn translates, by Lemma 3.3, to 
71 "'" 7,  = ~ "'" 8~. (7) 
Since the V's and 3's were arbitrary, (7) implies that cell c is a root of/~(c). 
Hence, assertion (b) follows from assertion (c), and the theorem is proved. 
The nonaddressability o f / '~)  (Claim 2 in the proof of Theorem 3.1) is 
readily discernible from Theorem 3.2 since (r~, (h e C4a,/3 e A4, and: 
(i) 2a~fi = 2a~, but 
(ii) 5~/3 = 2az%/3 is not defined, while 5a~ = 2@ = 1 I. 
Thus the proof of nonaddressability could have circumvented construction 
of Fa (~. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let F = (C, A) have addressing scheme ~. Say that I" 
has the property: Given arbitrary ~, 7, ~ e Ca and )t e A, if ~ = ~A, then 
~w*l = ~w~A for all ~o ~ Ca. Then every suffix of F is addressable, and conversely. 
In [Rosenberg (1971)], the following notion of free root was used to charac- 
terize the class of data graphs which admit relocatable r alizations. (Of course, 
a precise definition of "relocatable realization" appears in that paper.) 
DEFINITION. The ce l l fe  C is a free root of /"  = (C, A) if, for all {~, ~ e A" 
which are defined at cell f, and all A e A, either ~ ---- ~TA or ~: ~ ~/A = ~.  
Obviously every free root is a root; /~ illustrates the falsehood of the 
converse. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Every suffÉx of a free-rooted ata graph is addressable. 
The sufficient condition of Corollary 3.2 is easily seen not to be necessary. 
In particular, one sees easily (cf. Example 4) that each suffix of /~ is 
addressable, while F 2 is not free-rooted since ~p :/: ~ (( l ,O>a = 
(1, O>p = (2, 0>), but a =/= p (1cr = (1, O> =~ (1, 1> = lp). 
B. Quasi-Addressable Suffixes 
Since suffix data graphs need not be addressable, what need they be ? We 
still lack a complete answer to this question, but we do have a partial answer 
which we present now. 
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DEFINITION. A quasi-addressing scheme (qa-scheme for short) for the data 
graph F = (C, A) is a one-to-one total function 
K : C - - -~A ~ 
such that for all A ~ A and all c ~ &main (t), 
(ca),~ = (cK)" a. 
Thus, by Theorem 2.1(a), an addressing scheme is just a qa-scheme which 
has 1 c in its range. 
DEFINITION. Let / '  = (C, A) be a data graph and let ~ be in A*. The cell 
q e C is a ~-root of _P if, for all 7, ~ E A ~ defined at q, q~ = q~ iff ~7 = ~.  
We refer to ~:-roots generically as quasi-roots. 
THEOREM 3.3. (Rosenberg, 1972@ Let /~ ----- (C, A) be a data graph. I f  I" 
admits the qa-scheme K, then each cell e ~ C is a (cK)-root of 1". Conversely, i f  
cell c ~ C is a ~-root of 1", then F admits a qa-scheme x for which cK = ~. 
It  would be nice to contrast Theorem 3.1 with the assertion that suffix data 
graphs are always quasi-addressable. However, we do not know this to be 
true, so we must settle for a weaker esult. 
DEFINITION. The cell d ~ C is a deep root of/~ = (C, A) if, for all (, ~ E A* 
defined at d, either ( = ~ or ~ (~ ~7 = ~.  (As a point of interest, deep- 
rooted data graphs are those which are uniformly self-insertable via injective 
self-insertions.) 
In (Rosenberg, 1971), it is shown that deep-rootedness is strictly inter- 
mediate between rootedness and free-rootedness. The interested reader can 
verify this assertion as follows: 
(a) .F' 1 is free-rooted, 
(b) Na is deep-rooted but not free-rooted (%fl (~ a s v~ ;~, but %t3 v6 a~), 
(c) Z' 2 is rooted but not deep-rooted (a n p v~ ~,  but ~ ~- p). 
It  is for the class of deep-rooted ata graphs that we can make the desired 
assertion; that is, suffixes of deep-rooted data graphs are quasi-addressable. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let I ~ = (C, A) be deep-rooted with addressing scheme ~. 
Each cell c ~ C is a (c~)(C~-root f I "~c). 
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Proof.  Let beCbe the base cell of ~. Then b is a deep root of F 
[Rosenberg (1971)]. Consider an arbitrary cell c ~ C. 
(a) Let A 1 ,..., A~ , I~  .... , i~m e A be such that 
/~,n" (1) 
By definition of A ¢c), we have immediately 
c~1 "'" An = ctzl "'"/~m. (2) 
By addressability of F and Corollary 2.1, (2) yields 
= m"  E (3) 
An invocation of Lemma 3.1 then proves 
(c@~)A(l*) -.. Z':) = (c@*)tz(~*' .../z~ ). (4) 
(b) Assume conversely that (4) holds for some )~1 .... , A~,/~z ,...,/z~ E A 
for which 
• (c )~ c ~ domain(h~ c) ' ' "  A(2) n domain(v le ) . . ,  v.m ,. (5) 
By (5) and the fact that b(coL) = c, we know that both (c~)A 1 -" A~ and 
(ca)/~1 "'"/zm are defined at the deep root b of F. Hence, by Corollary 2.1, 
each is total It therefore follows from (4) and Lemma 3.1 that 
(£0 0 a l " "  a n ~ (C0~)/'~1 "'" Jtt',rb =~ Z .  (6) 
However, since b is a deep root of F, we can infer from (6) and the totality 
of these transformations, 
(c~) al ' - -  a~ = (c~) ~ ' "  ~.  (7) 
In particular, cA 1 "- 2~ : c~1 ""/~m • Therefore, (5) and the definition of A (~) 
yield finally 
= . . . .  ~.  (8) 
Since cell c and the A's and/Fs were arbitrary throughout, parts (a) and (b) 
yield the theorem. 
We close by showing that one obvious way to strengthen Theorem 3.4 does 
not work and that the other obvious way is unsettled. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. (to Theorem 3.1) The data graph 1" 4 is deep-rooted and 
has a nonaddressable suffix. 
Thus "quasi-addressable" in Theorem 3.4 cannot be strengthened to 
"addressable". 
Open Problem. Is every suffax of an addressable data graph quasi- 
addressable ? 
We conjecture a negative answer to this question. However, part (a) of 
the proof of Theorem 3.4 can be used to show that suffixes of addressable 
data graphs do enjoy a very weak type of addressabllity termed "g-ability" 
in [Rosenberg (1972c)]. 
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